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$a,$ $b,$ $c$ 1
(1) $a^{x}+b^{y}=c^{z}$
$x,$ $y,$ $z$ (1)
Baker
$a,$ $b,$ $c$ (1)
(1) $p,$ $q,$ $r$ $a^{p}+b^{q}=c^{r}$
$(a, b, c)$ Je\’{s}manowicz [2] $p=q=r=2$
(1) $(x, y, z)=(2,2,2)$
Conjecture 1. $a,$ $b,$ $c$ $a^{2}+b^{2}=c^{2}$
(1) $(x, y, z)=(2,2,2)$
Conjecture 1
$a,$ $b,$ $c$ ( )
( $b$ ):
$a=m^{2}-n^{2}, b=2mn, c=m^{2}+n^{2}.$
$m,$ $n(m>n)$ $m,$ $n$
Conjecture 1
$\bullet m=2,$ $n=1([9])$ .
$\bullet n=1([3])$ .
$\bullet m=n+1$ ([1]).
$\bullet$ $m\equiv 4(mod 8),$ $n\equiv 7(mod 16)$ $m\equiv 7(mod 16),$ $n\equiv 4$
$(mod 8)$ ([6]).
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Conjecture 2. $a,$ $b,$ $c$ $a^{2}+b^{2}=c^{2}$ ( $b$ )
(2) $c^{x}+b^{y}=a^{z}$
$c=b+1$ $(x, y, z)=(1,1,2)$ $c>b+1$
$c=b+1$ (2) $(x, y, z)=(1,1,2)$
$c+b=(c+b)(c-b)=c^{2}-b^{2}=a^{2}$
Conjecture 2






Conjecture 1 Lu [3]
(3) $n=1$
(4) $(m^{2}+1)^{x}+(2m)^{y}=(m^{2}-1)^{z}$
$m$ (4) $(x, y, z)$
$(2m)^{2}$ ( $m$ ),





$m^{2}x+(2m)^{y}\equiv m^{2}z (mod 4m^{2})$
$m^{2}$






$x\equiv z(mod 4)$ $x$
( $z$ ). $x=2X,$ $z=2Z(X, Z )$
(4) $DE=(2m)^{y}$
$D=(m^{2}-1)^{Z}+(m^{2}+1)^{X}, E=(m^{2}-1)^{Z}-(m^{2}+1)^{X}.$
$D,$ $E$ $2m$ :
$D\equiv(-1)^{Z}+1 (mod 2m) , E\equiv(-1)^{Z}-1 (mod 2m)$ .





$m^{2}$ $(-1)^{Z}\equiv 1(mod m^{2})$
$Z$
3
Conjecture 1 $x,$ $y,$ $z$
Conjecture 2
$m,$ $n$ $\alpha\geq 1,$ $\beta\geq 2,$ $e\in\{1, -1\}$ $i,j$
(5) $\{\begin{array}{l}m=2^{\alpha}i, n=2^{\beta}j+e m m=2^{\beta}j+e, n=2^{\alpha}i m \end{array}$
$m$ $n=1$ $\beta,j,$ $e$ ( )
$n>1$
(5)





( $t$ ). $t=1$ $m=n+1$ (6)
Lemma 2. $(x, y, z)$ (3) $z$





$U=m-nt(>0),$ $V=n$ . (7) $(t>1$ $)$
$t>1$ (7) ( ) $(U, V)=(t, 1)$
(7) $U,$ $V$ :
$U+V\sqrt{t^{2}-1}=(t+\sqrt{t^{2}-1})^{k} (k=1,2,3, \ldots)$
$U,$ $V$ $t$ $(U, V)=(m-nt, n)$
Lemma 3. $t>1$




$a, c\equiv 1+2mnt (mod n^{2})$ ,
$a\equiv-1-2mnt (mod m^{2})$ ,
$c\equiv 1+2mnt (mod m^{2})$ .
(3) $m^{2},$ $n^{2}$
$\{\begin{array}{ll}2tx+2\equiv 2tz (mod mn) y=1 2tx\equiv 2tz (mod mn) y>1 \end{array}$
$y=1$ Lemma 3 (i) $mn$ $2t$ $2\equiv 0$
$(mod 2$ $t>1$
Lemma 4. $t>1$ $y>1$ $x\equiv z(mod mn/2t)$ .
Lemmas 1,2 Lemma 3 (ii) Lemma 4
Lemma 5. $t>1$ $x$
6 $t>1$
$t>1$ (3)
$(x, y, z)$ Lemma 4 $y>1$ Lemmas 2,
67
5 $x,$ $z$ $x=2X,$ $z=2Z$ $(X, Z )$
$D,$ $E$ $(DE =(2mn)^{y})$
$D=(m^{2}-n^{2})^{Z}+(m^{2}+n^{2})^{X}, E=(m^{2}-n^{2})^{Z}-(m^{2}+n^{2})^{X}.$
$D,$ $E$ 2 $D,$ $E$
$m,$ $n$
$D\equiv(-1)^{Z}+1 (mod m) , D\equiv 2 (mod n)$ ,
$E\equiv(-1)^{Z}-1 (mod m) , E\equiv 0 (mod n)$ .
(6) $m^{2}\equiv 1(mod n)$ $n^{2}\equiv 1(mod m)$
Lemma 6.
$\{\begin{array}{l}(D, E)=(2^{y-1}m^{y}, 2n^{y}) m (D, E)=(2m^{y}, 2^{y-1}n^{y}) m \end{array}$
$m$ ($m$ ). $a=m^{2}-n^{2}\equiv-1(mod 4)$ ,
$c=m^{2}+n^{2}\equiv 1(mod 4)$ $D\equiv(-1)^{Z}+1(mod 4)$ $Z$
$D/2\equiv 1 (mod 2) , D/2\equiv 1 (mod mn/2)$
$D/2$ $mn/2$ $D/2$ $2^{2y-1}(mn/2)^{y}$
$D/2$ 1, $D=2$
$Z$
$D\equiv 0$ (mod4), $E/2\equiv-1$ $(mod m/2)$ , $D/2\equiv 1$ $(mod n)$
$E/2$ $m/2$ $D/2$ $n$
$(D/2)(E/2)=2^{2y-2}(m/2)^{y}n^{y}$ $E/2=n^{y}$ , $E=2n^{y}$
Lemma 7. $y$
$m$ Lemma 6 $(D+E)/2$
$(m^{2}-n^{2})^{Z}=2^{y-2}m^{y}+n^{y}$
$m$ $-1\equiv n^{y}(mod m)$ $y$
$n^{y}\equiv 1(mod m)$ $2\equiv 0(mod m)$ , $y$
$n\equiv\pm 1(mod m)$ $n>1$
$m>n+1(\Leftrightarrow t>1)$
$m$ Lemma 6 $(D-E)/2$
$(m^{2}+n^{2})^{X}=m^{y}-2^{y-2}n^{y}$
$n$ $1\equiv m^{y}(mod n)$ $y$
$m\equiv 1(mod n)$ $m=1+hn$ ( )
(6)
np $=$ 2( $h$)
68
$p=h(h-2t)+1$ . Lemma 3 (i) $n$ $2t$ $h$
$t$ $h=t$ $h\geq 2t$ $h=t$
$p=0$ , $t^{2}=1$ $t>1$ $h\geq 2t$
$p>0$ $(-t\leq)t-h=np/2$
Lemma 8.
$Z< \frac{\log c}{2\log 2}(<\frac{\log m}{\log 2})$ .
$a,$ $b,$ $c$ (1) $x,$ $y,$ $z$
([7] ).
Lemma 7 $m$ Lemma 3
(i) $n$ $2t$ Lemma 4 $2X\equiv 2Z(mod m)$
$m$ $X\equiv Z(mod m)$ (3)








$m$ 2 $(x, y, z)$ (8)












([4] ). $C(M)$ $M$ $2M+1$
$M+1$ (absolute logarithmic height)
$-\log(M+1)\log(2M+1)\log x\ll-x\log(M+1)$
$x$ ( $Z$ ) :
$x\ll\log M$ (log log $M$)




$2Z\equiv 1 (mod M+1) , x+1\equiv 2Z (mod 2M)$ .
$(x, Z)\neq(1,1)$
$(\gg M)$ Baker
( $M$ $x,$ $Z$
). $x=Z=1$
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